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I.I. Introductioni  
We propose a new research program which provides an approach to consciousness  
and thet  problem ofdeep reality. Our model is based on  category theory. The  need  
tot  relatel t  locall behavior to global behavior has convinced us early on  that  a  good  
modell for conscious entities had to be found in the notion  of  sheaf. Witht  thist i  
formulation,f l ti , every presheaf represents a brain (orr conscious entity).  An importantrtant 
aspectt of the theory we will develop is the notion of  sheafification  of  a  presheaf  
whichi  willill allow us to include complementarity as part  of  the  description  of  thet  
universe.i . OUf model is intended to describe a notion of  consciousness  which isi  
pervasive throughout the universe and not localized in individual conscious  entities.i i . 
At the same time, we will provide a way of describing how consciousness  can  arisei  
fromfr  non-consciousness; it has always been a major problem to understand  how  itit 
isi  possiblei  that the fundamental components of a brain are in fact non-conscious,i , 
th~whilel  thf; entire brain obviously possesses consciousness. In other words, we needed  
tot  provide a model which shows that "objects" which are locally trivial  do  nott 
necessarily remain trivial at a global level.. In our paper we do exactly this  through  
thet  introductioni t ti  of thet  new conceptt of consheaf (consciousnessi  sheaf),, a  conceptt 
intermediatei t i t  betweent  presheaffand sheaf.f. The notionti  ofconsciousnessi  has  obvious­i s­
lyl  been widelyi l  debatedt  ini  a greatr t varietyri t  of settings,tti , rangingr i  fromfr  thet  scientifici tifi  tot  
thet  philosophic.il i . InI  particular,rti l r, a veryr  interestingi t r ti  approachr  tot  thet  way ini  whichi  
consciouss i s identitiesi titi s arer  createdr t  wass recentlyr tl  giveni  by Walkerl r Bynum (1999)( ) ini  herr 
1999 JeffersonJ ff rs  Lecture.t r . Ourr modell isis ini  strikingstri i  accordancer  withit  mostst offthet  ideasi s 
whichic  Walkeral er Bynum expressese resses fromfr  aa totallyt tall  differentiffere t pointi t off view,ie , anda  onee 
couldc l  seesee ourr papera er asas aa "mathematical" at e atical interpretation"i ter retati " off herer own  work.r . Att thet e 
samesa e time,ti e, ourr modelel isis designedesi e  tot  bee consistentc siste t withit  aa Buddhistist world-viewrl - ie  asas 
Oka's Okaprovided,provided, forfor example,exa ple, inin Suzuki'suzuki's andand aka's (Suzuki( uzuki 1991;1991; a a inin press).press). 
2. Formulation 
wiltIn this paper, we l focus on a formulation of understanding ofconscious entity. 
moment.For a given , we see things and understand things in a restricted domain. 
When we get more information on the subject, we get a better picture. We would 
like to begin with familiar examples. When you read only three words from the 
third sentence on page x of a piece of a literature, and only four words from the 
of thebottom sentence on page y. it is nearly impossible to understand the meaning t  
story and the value of  the literature. But if  all of those parts are given to cover the 
entire literature, it is possible with good memory, to understand the meaning and 
recogni7.ethe beauty of the literature as a complete piece. Then you will ni7-O each piece 
of information as a restriction of the whole to this particular piece of information. 
One can observe a similar formulation in music, personality understanding, 
painting, and mathematics and physics theories. It seems that a conscious entity like 
a human being has a constant desire to understand a global picture from the 
collection of locally given information. 
Historically, the notion of a sheaf appeared in mathematics during 1940's by 
Leray in the study of topology and by Oka in the study of analytic functions of 
several complex variables. Then H. Cartan, Serre, and Grothendieck developed the 
theory of categories and sheaf cohomoJogies. We will use this device to study 
consciousness. The theory of sheaves in the categorical setting provides a general 
frame work for the analysis of consciousness. 
Let us phrase the above mechanism in the following formulation. When an 
individual, whom we call Ptriesie  to understand a certain global object in a category 
ofmental activity A, one first observes only a part P(U) of the global (whole) object. 
additionalIt usually requires extra time and u  information to grasp the whole of the 
object. Here U may be considered as a part ofa generalized time space T, i.e, propose 
Tas a model forr a multi-dimensional and nonlinear time. 
This generalized time space T is a topological space containing U. One can 
consider the Grothendieck topology associated with the topological space T. Let U 
be the category of all presheaves, i.e, all contravariant functors from Tto  a certain 
set ,.product of categories indexed by a possibly uncountable }  
U = !{P : T ~...... TICj I 
jC!J I 
That is, if P is an object of  U, i.e, P is a presheaf, then P(V) = {- - -, P/V), - --} 
P/V)where ~(  is an object in category Ct We suggest that U is the appropriate model 
for a conscious universe, or as we prefer to call it, a sea ofconsciousness. Thoughts 
will be sections ofsuch presheaves. 
Suppose that these small time periods Us  are covering V, where V is larger than 
U ini  thet e generalizede er lize  spaces ce T,, i.e,i.e, Uc Vand V isis maximali l ini  thet e sensese se thatt t forf r V"  '" 
containingt i i  V,, we have P(V')=P(V)( ') ( ) ini  thet  categoryt r  A.. IfIf one  recognizesr i s each  
informationi f r ti  P(U)( ) as thet  restrictionr tri ti  off thet  globall l informationi f r ti  P(V)( ) tot  P(U),( ), thent  we  
say thatt t theret r  existsi t  a restrictionr tri ti  map p~ fromfr  P(V)( ) tot  P(U)( ) ini  thet  categoryt r A.. Thisi  
restrictionrestri ti  map may be calledll  thet  understandingt i  of p(U).( ). Namely,l , P(V)( ) isi  a  globall l 
understandingt i  of P(U).. Thatt is,i , for a consciousi  entitytit  P,, a formulationl ti  of  an  
observationi  ini  category A,, duringi  a generalizedli  timei  periodi  U,, isi  an assignedi  objectt 
P(U)( ) ini  A.. An understanding of P(U) is an object P(V)  in category A so  that  theret  
existsi t  a restriction p~ from P(V) to P(U) where Uc V. Let us now  turn  tot  thet  
considerationi i  of the problem of how to model the emergence ofconsciousness  from  
unconsciousi  material. As was mentioned earlier, when a painting  is looked  at from  
veryr  closel  by,, the beauty of it disappears and one can claim that,  locally,, thet  
paintingi ti  is trivial or uninteresting. However, when all the pixels are put  together,, 
thet  paintingi ti  acquires a totally different meaning. We therefore realized that  neither  
justj st presheaves nor sheaves were the best objects to model the  process  of  arisingi i  
consciousness.i . What is needed is something like a sheaf  in which,  however,, locall l 
trivialityt i i lit  does not imply global triviality. 
We thereforet  define the notion of consheaf as a presheaf  P such  that  
I.I. Lett {Ujj } be a covering for U, s an element of P( U),  and  Sj= Sk on the  intersec­
5 5tionti  of Ujj and Uk; then there exists s in P(U) such that  the  restriction  of  s tot  
each Ujj isss. 
2.. If s isi  an elementl t of P(U) and each restriction to the Ujj vanishes,i  then  thisi  doess 
nott automatically imply that sS is the trivial section in P(U).  
Note.t . If P were a sheaf, then s5 in condition 2 would be the  trivial section in P(U).. 
An importanti  process in sheaf theory is the so-called sheafification  process.. Giveni  a  
presheafr  P,, one can always construct a sheaf.. (See Bredon 1997 for this  construc­t
tion.)ti .) The associated sheaf with this given presheaf P has the same  stalks of  thet  
originalri i l presheafbutt nott necessarilyil  thet  same globall l sections.ti . Thisi  associatedi t  sheaf  
isis calledll  thet  sheafificatoni i t  of thet  presheaf P.. Thisi  process has an  interestingi t ti  interpre­i t
tationt ti  ini  termst  off thet  recognitioniti  off complementarityl t it  as a fundamentalf t l aspectt offthet  
universe.i s . InI  fact,f t, when a sheafs f isis lookedl  upon fromf  thet  pointi t viewi  off itsits stalks,st l s, itsits 
naturet r  isis particle-likerticle-li  and localizedl li  att each pointi t off T.. Butt ififwe lookl  att a sheafs fass a  
satisfYingpresheafr s f s tistyi thet sheafs f axiomsi s (namely,( l , conditioniti  1and thet conditioniti  ini  Notet  
ini  thet e above),e), thent e  itsits elementsele e ts arere sectionssecti s whichic  arere distributedistri te  ini  naturet re and  nott 
atat allall localized.localized. So,o, thet e samesa e consciousco scio s entitye tity hasas aa double,o le, complementaryco le e tary nature,at re, 
awhichhich isis a perfectperfect metaphoretaphor forfor thethe particle-waveparticle- ave dualismdualis  offmodernodern physics.physics. 
Nextext wee willill considerconsider thethe interactioninteraction betweenbet een twot o consciousconscious entities.entities. Therehereareare 
twot o differentdifferent kindskinds ofof communications,co unications, whichhich mayay bebe calledcalled verticalverticalandand horizontalhorizontal 
becommunications.co unications. Letet P andand Qhe twot o individuals,individuals, i.i. e.e. consciousconscious entities.entities. Through,hrough, 
forfor example,exa ple, verbalverbal oror writtenritten communicationco unication methods,ethods, P(U)P( ) influencesinfluences Q(U)( ) inin 
a category of mental activity A over the generalized time period U. We write the 
--.communication as P(U) ) Q(U). 
This influence from P to Q over U is called a morphism from P(U) to Q(U) in 
category A. When U is not specified, this correspondence is called a natural 
transformation from functor P to functor Q. This is a horizontal communication from 
individual P to another individual Q. 
Next, let A and Bbe two categories, e.g, mental activities. Then for an individu­
al P, the thought of P in the category B is sometimes interpreted as a thought in a 
different category A. The diagram for the interpretation of  the thought of the 
conscious entity P in A to the thought of P in B over the generalized time period U 
--. are the B-component andmay be written as PiU) ) PA(U) , where Po and PA 
fABA-component of P. This communication is denoted as l  from category A to 
fAB(PB(U)) = fABcategory B so that we have I 8 8( PA(U). This l  is a functor from A to B. 
This communication is what we call the vertical communication. That is the vertical 
communication is a personal communication. Namely, a horizontal communica­
tion is a communication between individuals in the same category, and a vertical 
communication is among oneself among different categories. 
(1999)In her recent lecture, Walker Bynum I  has addressed the issue of con­
scious identity from a rather different viewpoint and certainly within a different 
intellectual framework. Her approach, too beautiful as well as too complex to be 
reproduced here, leads to the resolution of the body-soul dualism by defining 
identity as shape with a story. The body, the corporeal aspect of an identity, is 
identified by Walker Bynum with a shape. The shape does not carry identity unless 
it has a story, and this is the dynamical component of the identity. From our point 
of view, the body is a concrete mathematical object, and probably the best way to 
story.represent it is through the notion of set. But if we want a set to carry a , we 
need to endow it with a variability through time. The perfect way of  representing 
such a notion ofvariable sets is exactly through the concept ofsheaf. A sheaf is a set, 
but  not a fixed one; rather it is a set which is indexed by the family of open sets of 
the topological space on which it is defined. If the corporeal body is the sheafon the 
topological set constituted ofa single point, the shape with a story is the sheafon T. 
3. Conclusions 
We have introduced a new formulation for conscious entities which follows the well 
know theory of categories and functors. We have interpreted several fundamental 
concepts in such a theory from the point of view of a theory of consciousness. In 
particular we have described a model for understanding and thoughts, for the 
process of arising of consciousness, and for communication between conscious 
entities and interpretation of thoughts within an individual entity. We have shown 
how our formulation is intrinsically linked to the philosophical assumption of a 
conscious universe and how our mathematical description is surprisingly in 
agreement with both Eastern and modern Western approaches to identity and 
consciousness. Much more work will be needed to further explore the meaning of  
many fundamental notions from the theory of categories. For example, we will 
explore whether concepts such as inverse and direct limits can shed some light onto 
our interpretation. We believe that what we have described indicates the naturalness 
of the use of category theory for the study of the formulation of consciousness. 
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